There is nothing, in the wiiole history of medicine, more surprising-, or more gratifying-, than the improvements which have been made in the study that 
Yere one, and there another?to the infinite annoyance of the majority of ?eir pupils, practised a better method, and made a point of guag-ing the progressive attainments of the young men attending their lectures, by the lnstitution of occasional examinations. They formed exceptions to the general rule, which consisted in giving lectures, and no more. If the pupils ^ere attentive to those lectures, well; if they were constant attendants, a3 WeH as attentive listeners, better still; and if they took notes at the time, and sat down afterwards to the study of those notes, best of all. They acquired, there can be no doubt, much valuable information. And are now, ln the practice of their profession reaping the benefit of their teachers' instructions, and of their own industry. But, until the dreaded hour of trial CaTOe, there was no one who either knew or cared whether the student was really profiting by the lectures he attended; or whether those lectures were n?t entirely thrown away upon him.
The case is widely different now ; and instead of class examinations being exceptionSj they are the present rule, so far as we are acquainted, in every chool in London, and in almost every department of medical education. 16 advantage accruing from this has been two-fold?by it the attention of ?,he students, for the time being, has been fixed to the subject matters of the aily lectures?their energ-ies roused to make the matters taught them their own.
?ut not onlv has the mode of teaching been subjected to improvements,? ar>d the above is not the only improvement which has been introduced, like after-thought, into the course of medical instruction ;?the science of Medicine has been made to enlarge her academical boundaries?and branches 0 knowledge have been included in the more comprehensive curriculum of niedical studies, which were previously studied apart, as collateral, but by no IIleans necessary; or were not studied at all. Two of these branches to which we more particularly refer, are, Ob- The feeling?for another's pain : The unfeeling?for his own.
But this is no time for casting more than a hurried glance at the past history of our profession. It needs further improvements, and it's motto should be " Forward !"
We have been led to make these observations in considering the subject of female diseases?and we give them with less hesitation to our readers, seeing that, important as is the study of the complaints to which females are subject?and scarcely less difficult than important?there is, at the present moment, a crying-defect in the mode of prosecuting it, and a corresponding deficience of the means at the command of the various teachers, for communicating clinical instruction, in a class of diseases, certainly as numerous as any?and as certainly of equal moment with any?whether we reg-ard the well-being of the patient?or the succdss of the practitioner.
What is wanted in every school of medicine in the kingdom is an additional ward or 
